INDUSTRIAL SAFETY SOLUTIONS FOR
Pneumatic, Electric, and Hydraulic Machinery

CONSULTING
FREE INDUSTRIAL SAFETY TRAINING SEMINAR
SALES
SERVICE
SUPPORT

Leading the way in full line in-plant Automation Safety Solutions on Electric and Fluid Power Automation Machinery
Skarda Equipment and CMDI have partnered to bring a full line in-plant automation safety solution for electric and fluid power automation machinery. The Skarda Safety Gurney is an example of CMDI’s complete machine integration systems solution capabilities. We will provide Skarda customers with complete design, build and integration capabilities for all three primary methods of machine automation: pneumatic, electric and hydraulic.

With the expertise of an in-house TÜV Certified Functional Safety Staff Technician, Skarda and CMDI are your go-to experts for industrial safety needs providing support with:

- Complete Motion Control Systems and Solutions
- Risk Assessment and Risk Reduction
- Basic and Well Tried Safety Principles
- Machine Guarding Techniques
- Energy Isolation for electric, pneumatic, hydraulic
- Safety Related Components of a Control System—Concepts
- Introduction to Safety Function
- Functional Safety Management

Skarda and CMDI are your partners in working smarter and safer. We can help you design a specialized automation process for your particular industrial needs.

TÜVRheinland®
Precisely Right.
MULTIPLE SAFETY DEVICES...

ONE SAFETY CONTROLLER!
Call your Skarda Territory Manager
Today to Arrange for a
Site Demo of the
Skarda/CMDI Safety Gurney

Easily transported by one person, the safety gurney measures 6’ long x 5’ high x 28” wide, so it will fit through standard doorways. All we require from you to operate unit is 120 volts @ 4.3 amps.

The safety gurney includes products from the following manufacturers:
- Advance Automation
- Ross Controls
- Humphrey
- Pinnacle
- Clippard
- 80/20
- Legris
- CMDI
- Idem
- Gast
- NGT